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Résumé

Rap is regularly attacked as a sexist and homophobic genre. The bigotry in rap is itself presented as the product of the “savagery” of mostly racialized rappers who would be incapable of questioning their own stereotypes. Although international hip hop studies (Hammou, Rose, Li) have insisted that rap, like other cultural forms, reflects power dynamics and gender stereotypes that permeate Western societies as a whole, it is still difficult to make such arguments heard, when the voices of LGBT+ rappers remain relatively confidential (Weaver). However, the explosion of the openly gay rapper Lil Nas X in 2019 (nearly 50 million monthly listeners on Spotify) seems to be an undeniable proof of the iconoclastic power of this culture born, as the story has it, in the Bronx in 1973 (Chang). The more modest but nonetheless impressive rise of the lesbian rapper, Young M.A. (22 years old and more than 3 million monthly listeners on the same platform) seems to confirm the observation. However, a detailed analysis of her lyrics, her musical aesthetics, her interviews, and the gender representations in her videos paints a much more complex picture. The rapper titles her 2019 debut album “Herstory in the making”, while refusing the labels of “lesbian” or “female rapper”. She seems to adopt all the codes of a toxic masculinity that have been observed at one time or another in cis-gender rappers like Snoop Dogg, Dr Dre, or Sir-Mix-A-Lot, while never hiding her desire for other women. How do we explain these biases in this young artist’s gender representation? Is she, as hip-hop feminists like Gwendolyn Pough proposes, pulverizing preconceived notions about (“bringing wreck to”) gender and “race” while making herself visible? Or is she hesitating between questioning norms and adhering to them? Would she change her position after a discussion with the “mother” of hip hop feminism, Joan Morgan, author of When Chickenheads Come Home to Roost: A Hip hop Feminist Breaks it Down (1999)? Is she giving in to politics of respectability (Higginbotham) that is specific to hip hop (Li)? How can the study itself of various hip-hop forms in schools (Kim and Pulido, Love, Souyri) help to pulverize preconceived ideas about the legitimacy of knowledge, the norms of representation of Black (and more broadly racialized) and LGBT+ identity, in the U.S. as in France? These are some of the questions I will try to answer in this presentation.
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